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The ultimate Washington DC pocket city map! Explore the dynamic city of Washington with the help

of this genuinely pocket-sized, pop-up map. Small in size yet big on detail, this compact,

dependable, city map will ensure you don't miss a thing. * Includes 2 popout maps - including

Greater Washington & the Mall * Additional maps include Dupont Circle and a detailed transit map *

Handy, self-folding, tourist map is small enough to fit in your pocket yet offers extensive coverage of

the city in an easy-to-use format * Thorough street index is also featured and cross-referenced to

the map so you can easily find your destination * Hotels, restaurants, stores and attractions are all

included on the map
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Even with cell phone maps so available, this little pop out map is still the best way to get around DC!

First, I love the pop out map format. They use every available space efficiently, giving me a large

map, a blow up of the most frequented area, and a public transit map, all on something that folds

easily into a pocket. Cell phone maps can be hard to use because it is hard to see an overall plan of

the city. Also, I like to mark the location of my hotel, etc, so that I can quickly see how everything

relates. This is so useful even if you are navigating by phone. On my recent trip to DC, my friends

abandoned their phones several times and just used my map. Even had a couple strangers ask to

take a look! Love it.



This is now my 3rd pop out map purchase for different cities we've travelled in. I just love this

company after using our first one for a Chicago trip. We used this D.C. one every single day of our

trip. Invaluable. When we travel, these Pop Out maps are my "go to" maps for any city I plan on

visiting. The size and quality is just an added bonus along with its other features. You can't miss

with maps by this company. You won't be disappointed, I'm certainly not!!

All the PopOut maps are elegantly designed, giving you the key info you need in a form that isn't so

large that it will blow away when you try to read it on a windy day. I'm most familiar with the

Washington DC map, since I live nearby, and rely on it whenever I go to the District or take the

Metro to an unfamiliar place. I've used PopOut maps of other cities, and found them equally helpful.

If you want a gift that's not too expensive, this is a good choice.

I used one of these on my recent trip to Washington D.C.I love the small size!It fits perfect in a bag.

It is sturdy while looking at it - no large floppy mess of a large map!Love the handy Metro line map

on the back - very easy and convenient to use.

Best traveller map EVER! Entire Mall in detail, Metro overlay and all lines alone, great DC area...grid

maps, expanding/popout for easy reading.

This PopOut Map replaced one that was lost. Would not want to visit DC without it, more than

handy, it's essential.

I love these maps. I have an old one that had gotten plenty of use by not only me but friends who

have traveled to DC as well.

We used this map over 13 years ago when visiting Washington, D.C. for the first time. It was so

helpful then that I looked for another one for our recent visit. It was as invaluable this time as it was

years ago.
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